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SOLUTIONS
Digestive energy is supposed to be going downwards. What is forcing it up?
An inner loop of distress. The expectation that it will still happen, that all is hopeless,
that what you had to do to rid yourself of not coping will happen again and you are
doomed . . . all of this is not strengthening, but weakening yourself.
‘Stress’ – of course you are feeling dreadful – what to do to alter this? There will be
clues in your ‘story’. (The one that you carry about with you and trot out all the time –
your defining signature - the one everyone knows about you – ‘mum is /my early life
was awful’, ‘I hate my sister because’, ‘no one understands me’, ‘my past baby died’ .
. . . . whatever it is – maybe now is its big moment to stop running you).
Seriously – something is holding this pattern close to you.
Are you sick of it yet? Can’t stomach it? (Look to reason 5) below.

What sets up your gut distress . . being ‘nice’/ compliant/’easy to get on with’.
Liver energy invading (from your being angry/ frustrated/
irritated/and bottling it, festering and keeping your peace
/being ‘civil’ – all create the inner war where the Liver Qi
goes across and attacks your gut – and then you have all
western medical labels – after the digestive weakness and
before you actually resolve what causes it – the ‘stress’ of
being you – you can get phenomenally ill – – after the
colitis, IBS and whatnot – through to ulcers and Crohn’s
disease and into cancers.

Where does all that rage/fury reside? In your body – trapped there awaiting release when too ‘full’ – it starts messing with life – think of a fridge that is constantly being
added to and nothing taken out /thrown away/used .. it festers too – and eventually
overflows. As you are. Time to unload some . . Before then such awkward issues as
pH not right, allowing all invaders free rein.
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